The Coffee Girl

Former barista Brenna Smith dreams of
opening a bistro where she can bake her
specialty pastries and serve delicious
coffee. Envisioning a rich, aromatic life
full of savory moments, she instead lives at
home with her parents, making a long
commute each day to work for a boss who
doesnt know beans about his job. If it
wasnt for the hunky guy she sees each
morning at the coffee shop, her bland
existence would be unbearable. Charming,
smart, and good-looking, Brock McCrae is
a man comfortable in his own skin. Owner
of a successful construction company, he
decides to move to the small town where
his business is located and immerse himself
in the community. Brock doesnt count on
his new client being the cute and quirky
woman he knows only as the Coffee Girl
from his daily stop for coffee.
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